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This year marks the 50th anniversary of the 1969 Representation of the People Act, when the UK became the first state to adopt 18 as the age of enfranchisement. It is surprising that little attention has been paid to this anniversary, when further reform of the voting age is a salient political issue. Reform of the age of enfranchisement in the UK has been shaped by four distinct stages. The 1832 Reform Act established the first national laws of (male only) enfranchisement, with the voting age linked to the minimum age of property ownership, 21. The expansion of the franchise between 1918 and 1928 was the second stage, with full universal suffrage achieved by lowering the voting age for women from 30 to 21. The third stage occurred with the 1969 representation People Act lowering the voting age to 18.  The most recent stage has seen the introduction of ‘Votes at 16’ for some elections in Scotland, with Wales soon to follow. 

This article explores the politics of enfranchisement, drawing upon research from our ongoing Leverhulme Trust project which analyses historical and contemporary debates about voting age reform. Current debates concerning ‘Votes at 16’ rarely reference ‘Votes at 18’ or its impact on youth political participation. Moreover, there has been no attempt by the UK or devolved governments to evaluate ‘Votes at 18’ to facilitate policy learning. This oversight is significant as the decision to lower the voting age to 18 offers important insights concerning the potential impacts of ‘Votes at 16’. 

‘Votes at 18’: the debates of the late 1960s
Unlike the previous reform of the voting age in the UK, the Labour government’s 1969 act was not a defensive reaction of political elites to popular pressure to expand the franchise. Calls for voting age reform first surfaced a decade earlier as a recommendation of the 1959 Labour Party Youth Commission. Labour’s 1966 manifesto backed ‘Votes at 18’. There was however no ‘Votes at 18’ campaign involving political parties or pressure groups. 

The main driver for change was the linkage of ‘Votes at 18’ to recognition that key markers of adulthood, such as marriage, parenthood, employment and home ownership, were occurring at a younger age in the 1960s than in previous generations. The Latey Commission, convened in 1967, advocated lowering various legal age minimums from 21 to 18. Voting age reform was not within its scope but was considered by the cross-party Speaker’s Conference in 1968, which recommended a modest reduction to 20. Harold Wilson’s government rejected this recommendation, guided instead by the Latey Commission’s advocacy of 18 as the new age of adulthood. 

As with current debates about ‘Votes at 16’, the case for or against this change often pivoted on perceptions of maturity and markers of adulthood. But whilst there was considerable agreement in the 1960s that 18 had become the age of majority and as such the accrual of voting rights was appropriate, there is no such consensus over 16. Supporters and opponents of ‘Votes at 16’ dispute the extent to which citizenship rights available to 16 and 17 year-olds are sufficiently replete to justify their enfranchisement. Such debates are often repetitive in remit, and overlap with questions of maturity, thus highlighting the increasingly ambiguous and differentiated legal parameters of child-, youth- and adulthood across the UK. It has thus proven more difficult than in the 1960s to connect the age of enfranchisement with broader conceptions of citizenship. 

The 1969 debate had two further aspects that distinguish it from contemporary arguments. First, the voting age was not a politically polarized issue. Contrary to current perceptions of the likely impact of change, there seems little evidence that Labour perceived partisan advantage in lowering the voting age. Conservative opposition was half-hearted at most and the Party did not whip parliamentary votes against the measure.

 Second, debates concerning voting age reform in the late 1960s gave little attention to potential impacts. Unlike contemporary debates, calls for reform did not focus on declining youth electoral turnout or levels of political interest, knowledge and participation. This is understandable, as 21-24 year-olds had voted at similar rates to the rest of the electorate prior to 1969. In 1970, the first UK general election that enfranchised 18 year-olds, 65% of 18-21 year-olds voted, 7% lower than the overall average. This disparity increased to 9% by October 1974 and steadily widened thereafter. Turnout also fell dramatically in absolute terms, reaching its lowest point in the 2001 UK general election, when only 39% of 18-24 year-olds voted. In the 2005 UK general election, youth turnout was 23% lower than the overall turnout figure. 

That enfranchised young people would become increasingly electorally disengaged cannot be attributed solely to voting age reform. However, the passage of the 1969 Act did not identify the need for civic or political education to instill young people with the political knowledge or skills prior to enfranchisement. The necessity to promote youth democratic socialization, via citizenship education in schools in particular, was only belatedly recognized and introduced.

Votes at 16: the current debate
Mainstream party-political interest in ‘Votes at 16’ emerged in the late 1990s in response to concerns regarding growing youth political disengagement and electoral abstention. Over the past two decades, ‘Votes at 16’ has grown in resonance from a niche concern of youth advocacy groups, politically engaged young people and some smaller political parties, to become an important and contentious issue. The piecemeal lowering of the voting age across parts of the UK has created asymmetries in the rights and responsibilities of youth and adult citizenship. 16 and 17 year-olds in Scotland can vote in national and local elections, but not in Westminster contests nor in UK-wide referenda, or European Parliament elections should such occasions arise again. Their counterparts in Wales will soon be afforded the same variable voting rights. The (non-functioning) devolved legislature in Northern Ireland does not have the power to lower the voting age. Furthermore, a growing number of English local authorities and city-region mayors support lowering the voting age for elections within England. 


The situation in England has nonetheless seen efforts to lower the voting age focused mainly upon Westminster. The ‘Votes at 16’ Coalition was formed in 2003, led by the British Youth Council (BYC) with support from a range of political parties, youth democracy organisations, and other democratic reform groups. ‘Votes at 16’ has regularly featured in the top five issues voted for by young people in the BYC’s annual ‘Make Your Mark’ survey, which attracts over one million young voters. The BYC’s (2014) Select Committee (comprising youth councillors from across the UK) Lowering the voting age to 16 report is the most substantial consideration of the implications of reform since the Electoral Commission’s (2004) Age of electoral majority report. The Electoral Commission’s report noted extensive support for the status quo among adults and concluded that, when the complexities of voting age were considered alongside youth democratic socialization and transitions to adulthood, it could not recommend change. The Youth Select Committee acknowledged such issues as worthy of consideration but asserted they should not delay ‘Votes at 16’. 

The Youth Citizenship Commission (YCC), which sat between 2008-9, undertook the most recent Westminster-sponsored evaluation of the case for ‘Votes at 16’. It concluded that the final decision regarding voting age reform was political and one for politicians, not a commission, whilst advocating that politicians in devolved institutions could have autonomy to decide the voting age for elections to those bodies. Since then, successive Coalition and Conservative governments have rejected change to the voting age. Frequent attempts to introduce ‘Votes at 16’ via Private Members’ Bills in the House of Commons have failed. 

‘Votes at 16’ has been elevated in significance by the generational divisions exposed in the 2014 Scottish Independence referendum, the 2016 EU referendum and the 2017 UK general election. All Westminster parties, except the Conservatives and Democratic Unionist Party, support lowering the voting age. For many Conservative opponents of change, ‘Votes at 16’ is viewed with concern as potentially enfranchising over 1.5 million young people likely to vote mostly for Labour or the SNP. This polarized political context is contributing to the political momentum for the policy among opposition parties at Westminster. This noted, a small group of Conservative MPs, including Nicky Morgan and Sir Peter Bottomley, have proven increasingly vocal in their support, some helping establish the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Votes at 16, an indicator that there is growing non-partisan support for voting age reform. 

Public opinion and ‘Votes at 16’
One difference to the present-day voting age debate compared to the 1960s is the consideration of public opinion in the case for or against voting age reform. Public opinion surveys on ‘Votes at 16’ have frequently revealed significant opposition, although the strength of sentiment is less clear. The lowering of the voting age in Scotland has had an impact on public opinion there, with nearly two-thirds of Scots now supporting the policy. 

Recent research we have undertaken with Survation, using two UK-wide nationally representative surveys (n1000), one of 16 and 17 year-olds and another from the voting age population, indicates a shift in attitudes.  Among 16 and 17 year-olds, support for ‘Votes at 16’ is substantial, with 71% in favour and only 12% opposed. We also found narrow support for the measure among the voting age population, with 42% in favour compared to 40% opposed (See Table 1).  

Table 1 To what extent, if at all, would you support or oppose lowering the voting age to 16 for all UK elections? (%)

	18+	16-17 year olds
Strongly support	21.5	40.3
Somewhat support	20.4	30.8
Neither support nor oppose	16.6	11.2
Somewhat oppose	18.7	7.1
Strongly oppose	19.7	5.3
Don’t know	3.1	5.3

We treat the headline figures with caution but believe it plausible that the current political context, particularly Brexit, has led to increased support for change. Our research suggests Labour supporters, younger voters and those in wealthier households are most likely support the measure, while Conservative supporters, older voters and those in poorer households are opposed, as Table 2 indicates.


Table 2 Support for ‘Votes at 16’ by Party Preference (%)
	18+
Labour	70.3
Conservatives	26.1
Liberal Democrats	62.2
SNP	81.1
None	38.2
Overall	41.9


A curious dilemma is now faced by advocates of ‘Votes at 16’, whereby political polarization may have increased the number of people in favour of the measure by hardening support among Labour voters and young people while also strengthening opposition to voting age reform.

We also found that support for ‘Votes at 16’ among young people varied considerably according to their level of political interest. Table 3 shows that those already interested in politics are far more likely to want a lower voting age than those with low levels of political interest. This highlights the need for greater clarity around the ultimate aims of voting age reform. If advocates see ‘Votes at 16’ as a mechanism for encouraging greater youth political participation they need to address the danger that it may merely empower the already connected while doing little to address the underlying causes of youth political disengagement.

Table 3 Support for ‘Votes at 16’ by levels of Political Interest (%)
	18+	16-17
Very Interested	58.2	88.4
Fairly Interested	42.6	84.7
Not very Interested	26.4	61.4
Not at all Interested	21.6	45.6
Overall Average	41.9	71.4


Conclusion: Towards a holistic approach to voting age reform
Our research indicates that policy learning related to the impacts and effects of lowering the voting age to 18 in 1969 has been largely eschewed. As such, the current advocacy of expanded youth enfranchisement has overlooked the need to consider political participation, democratic socialization and transitions to adulthood in a coherent and connected manner. This means that although the introduction of ‘Votes at 16’ in Scotland had a positive impact on youth political interest, participation in elections has not yet seen substantial redress of the disparities in turnout between younger and older voters. Moreover, policy makers in Scotland have not sought to introduce a universal programme of political education in schools for all young Scots before enfranchisement. 

The approach adopted in Wales indicates some policy learning from Scotland, as policy makers are considering the development of political education both in schools and local communities, via the new Welsh Youth Parliament, at the same time as introducing ‘Votes at 16’. It is likely however that, as in Scotland, the first cohorts of newly enfranchised voters will not have universal opportunities to access political education. In both cases, a more substantive consideration of the potential impact of voting age reform on how youth and adult citizenship are understood and realized has yet to be undertaken. If we do see the introduction of ‘Votes at 16’ across the rest of the UK – which appears likely as political and public support is growing - a more holistic approach should be adopted to ensure the lessons of 1969 are heeded. 
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